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AB STRACT 
The techniques used in the composition of melody and harmony 
presented in Paul Hindemith's T he Craft of Musical Composition are used 
in the analysis of the clarinet concerto of 1 9 4  7 .  T he full score , the 
composer 's  reduction for clarinet and piano , a recording , and The Craft 
of Musical Composition were the materials used in the study. For the 
most part the construction of the clarinet concerto was consistent with 
Hindemith' s  laws of composition as presented in the text. Apart from 
the derivation of the chromatic scale , the methods and ideas of T he 
Craft of Musical Composition- - Series 1 ,  Series 2 ,  the classification of 
chords , harmonic fluctuation , melodic and harmonic degree - progressions 
and tonality- -are valuable tools for analyzing Hindemith- s music. 
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C HAPTER 1 
INTROD U C T ION 
In 1 94 8, Paul Hindemith completed his revision of  the song cycle 
Das Marienleben , composed in 1 9 2 3 . He rewrote the songs to bring 
them into line with the principles of melody and harmony he had defined 
in 1 9 3 7  in Unterweisung im Tonsatz (The Craft of Musical Composition) ,  
the first book of a projected series of textbooks for composition 
students . For the composer to revise extensively one of his major 
works to conform to the Credo he had written in 1 9 3 7  implies that all 
subsequent compositions would conform to the ideas set forth in the 
Craft . 
The 1 9 4 7  clarinet concerto , written for Benny Goodman and firs t 
performed by Goodman with Eugene Ormandy and the Philadelphia 
Orchestra on D ecember 1 1 , 195 0 ,  falls into this category . Slonimsky 
describes the four movements of the concerto as reflecting " the moods 
of hedonism , optimism , lyricism and gaiety , written in a translucent 
polyphonic idiom with a generous application of temperate dissonances . "  1 
The best way to exp lain these ' 'temperate dissonances"  is to u se 
Hindemith' s  own logic from the Craft. 
Howard B oatwright , one of Hindemith's students at Yale , writes ,  
" Hindemith ' s  views underwent changes from year to year ( by 1945 , 
1 �icholas Slonimsky , Music Since 1 900 ( New York: Charles 
Scribner's Sons , 1 97 1 ) , p .  903 . 
2 
Volume I of the Craft was already seriously out of line with his teach­
ing) . " 2 Hindemith had " doubts in his own mind about some of his 
earlier conclusions : he often talked . . . of eventually revising the 
whole work. " 3 Victor Landau has found that Hindemith's music agrees 
most closely with his theories between 1 9 17 and 1 9 21 , and again between 
1937  and 1941 , around the time he was writing the Craft . " His later 
divergences were the result of second thoughts and new discoveries .  
Clearly his musical development could not be e xpected to cease at the 
age of forty . " 4 
These comments imply that the Craft is useless for analyzing a 
work written in 1 94 7 . I have found that Hindemith's  system , despite 
its flaws , is the best way to explain homophonic sections of the clarinet 
concerto . Polyphonic sections such as the second movement do not fit 
as well into his system of harmony . Hindemith spins out melodies or 
combines melodies , as in the second movement , rather than developing 
previously presented themes . In these sections , the emphasis is on the 
horizontal lines ; vertical sonorities are of secondary importance . 
The preoccupation with melody is evident in all of Hindemith's 
music . Willi Reich noted this in 1 9 3 1 :  
2 Howard Boatwright , "Paul Hindemith as a Teacher , "  Musical 
Quarterly 5 0 ,  3 (July 1 964 ) : 279.  
3 Geoffrey Skelton , Paul Hindemith :  T he Man B ehind the Music 
( London : Victor Gollancz Ltd . , 1975 ) ,  p .  1 5 3 . 
4Ibid . ,  pp. 1 5 2 - 15 3 . 
3 
The first String Quartet ( Op .  1 0 )  shows distinct poly­
phonic tendencies and that development of thematic ideas 
through purely melodic invention which is so characteristic of 
Hindemith and which sharply contrasts with th5 style of com­
position based on elaboration of short motive s .  
and Frani Muser comments o n  the fact i n  1 9 4 4  in a follow-up article to 
Reich: 
Structurally , the urge towards a strong thematic unity , a 
closely knit polyphonic development , a technical virtuosity in 
the handling of counterpoint , has linked his work to the Ger­
man tgadition , and especially to the style of the late Bar­
oque . 
In 1927  Hindemith began teaching composition at the Staatliche 
Hochschule fUr Musik in Berlin . Hindemith's self-imposed moral obliga-
tion to future generations of composers and his love of order led him to 
justify his music in a textbook . 
He began at once to try to meet the challenge of students 
who expected more from the young radical than instruction in 
traditional techniques.  Thus he was forced to crystallize the 
theoretic� basis of his work in order to present it to his 
students . 
Novelty , Hindemith had come to feel , was not enough in 
itself , and beauty,  being a subjective concept , was a fallible 
guide. The traditional rules of harmony , counterpoint and 
other compositional techniques were no longer ade quate, but 
nothing had yet been devised to replace them . This was 
basically how he saw his task as a teacher: to concentrate 
on developing in his pupils a knowledge of the tools of their 
trade and an ability to use the m ,  and at the same time to 
5Willi Reich , "Paul Hindernith , "  Mu sical Quarterly 1 7 , 4 ( October 
1 931 ) :  4 87 . 
6Frani B .  Muse r ,  "The Recent Work of Paul Hindemith , "  Musical 
Quarterly 30 , 1 ( January 1 9 44 ) :  34.  
7 Boatwright , p .  280 . 
4 
delve deeper into h is own ideas on composition by examining 
them from a theoretical point of view- -for his own benefit as 
well as his pupils'. In this way he might su§ceed in bringing 
the ideas into some sort of significant order . 
With Mathis der Maler he had reached a stage of complete 
technical mastery . The years of trial and error which had 
preceded it had produced many fine work s ,  but he alone 
knew how much of their quality they owe d simply to accident 
or to the unaccountable factor of insp iration . If basically he 
was an instinctive compose r ,  there was also inside him a deep 
desire to be the master and not the slave of his invention . 
H is book--a deliberate effort to construct a new and firm 
foundation for the technique of composition to replace the 
outmoded system on which he had himself been brought up- ­
was an essential part o f  the process o f  getting t o  know and 
understand himself . That he cast it in the form of a text­
book was,  besides being the natural expression of his practi­
cal nature , the result of his own teaching experiences in 
Berlin , where he was too often able to offer only his own 
taste as a criterion . The only available textbooks were those 
he had himself used in his stu dent days. Added to that was 
his conviction that the mature artist had a social duty 
towards the younger generation and was morally 9 bound to pass on to them the benefits of his own experience . 
8 Skelton , pp . 8 6 - 8 7 . 
9 Ibid . '  p .  1 4 3 . 
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C HAPT ER 2 
H I N D EMITH'S THEORY O F  MU S I C  
T he Craft o f  Musical Composition covers four broad areas:  a deri-
vation of the chromatic scale; the classification of chords, the connec-
tion of chords; and a theory of melody . An introduction and analyses 
of selected works complete the book . 
C hapter I is an introduction in which the author criticizes current 
methods of teaching composition and introduces his new principles.  
Chapter I I ,  " The Medium , ,  derives a scale of  twelve notes to  the octave 
from the overtone serie s .  Hindemith claims that t he tuning of  this scale 
is more agreeable and useful than any other t uning . 
B eginning with C ( 64 vibrations per second ) ,  he follows the rule, 
"To arrive at each new tone of the scale , divide the vibration-number 
of each overtone successively by the order-numbers of the preceding 
tones in the series. , 1 Final vibration -numbers must be between 64 and 
128 to fall within the octave limit . c ,  the second overtone, adds noth-
ing new to the scale, but g ,  the third overtone , does.  T he frequency 
of g is 1 9 2  vibrations per second; dividing by 2 to derive t he lower 
octave produces G ( 96 v .  p .  s . ) . Dividing the fourth overtone , c1 ( 2 5 6) 
by 3 produces F ( 85 . 3 3 ) . Dividing the fifth overtone , e1 ( 320) , by 2 
makes 1 60 ,  which is more than 1 2 8  and cannot be used . Dividing 320  
1 raul Hindemith, T he Craft of  Musical Composition ( London : Schott 
& Co . , Ltd . ,  1 9 42 ) , p .  34 . 
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by 3 produces A ( 1 06 . 66 )  and dividing it by 4 produces E ( 80 ) , both 
of which fall into the set octave . T he sixth overtone , g1 ( 384 ) , gives 
a note outside the set octave when divided by 2 ,  and yields redundant 
tones when divided by 3 or 4 .  Dividing g1 by 5 produces a new note , 
b E ( 76 . 8 ) . 
Here Hindemith stops this method of extraction with a brief e ssay 
on the mystic power of the number 7 and the unsuitability of tones 
reduced from t he seventh overtone . Dividing the t hird , fourth ,  and 
fifth overtones by 4 ,  5 ,  and 6 produces tones already in the scale , 
with t he exception of A b ( 102 . 4 ) . T his comes from the fourth overtone 
( c 1 , 256 ) divided by 5 ( 5 1 . 2 ) and multiplied by 2 .  
Already this logic is strained , b ut still Hindemith forces the five 
remaining notes out of his system . He now treats the "offspring" of 
the "parent tone , C "  in the same way to "present their progenitor with 
b b a throng of grandchildren . "  G produces D ,  F produces B and D , 
and E produces B .  
One note remains- -the most distant tone , a tritone away . Hinde-
mith delivers " great- grandchildren" by dividing and multiplying the 
vibration- numbers of the " grandchildren .  " 2 Bb and D b both produce Gb 
( 91 . 0 2 )  , and D and B produce F#  ( 9 0 )  . He accepts both these pitches 
to  complete the scale . 
What does a unique tuning of the chromatic scale have to do with 
composition? Hindemith answers thi s  question in C hapter I I I , "The 
2 Ibid . , p .  39 . 
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Nature of t he Building S tones . "  T he order of the notes generated from 
the fundamental ( which can be any tone, not necessarily C )  is Series 1 
( Figure 1 ) . T his defines t he relationships between pitches . 
Figure 1 .  Series 1 .  
T he values of the relationships established in t hat series will 
be the basis for our unders tanding of the connection of tones 
and chords , the ordering of harmonic pr�gressions , and 
accordingly the tonal progress  of compositions . 
Tonal relations are not in themselves music . . . .  Music 
arises from the combined effect of at least two tones . 
T hus the Interval, formed by t he connection of two tones , is 
the basic unit of musical construction . Just as the 
tone-relations are arranged in descending order of value , so 
t he inte�vals have a natural order, which we s hall call 
Series 2 .  
3 Ibid . , p .  5 6 . 
4Ibid . , p .  57 . 
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Combination tones- -subtones that are produced when pitches sound 
together- -determine the ordering of Series 2 (Figure 2 ) . T he more 
Figure 2 .  Series 2 .  
combination tones that sound , t he more complex t he interval .  In 
Series 2 ,  intervals are arranged in this order : perfect fifth ,  perfect 
fourth; major third , minor sixth; minor t hird , major sixth; major 
second , minor seventh; minor second , major seventh. Intervals have 
roots :  in root position ( the first interval in each pair listed above )  
combination tones combine with the interval to create a more stable 
sound (reinforcement of the pitches that make up the interval or com­
pletion of a triad)  than the inversions with their combination tones. 
T he tritone has no root and ,  like the last tone of Series 1 (a tritone 
away from the generating tone ) , is ambiguous. It  can lead equally well 
to a minor sixth or a major third . 
Series 2 is the foundation of chord analysis.  Hindemith defines 
"a chord as a group of at least three different tones sounding 
9 
simultaneously . n5 Chords fit into one of six main categories : Group A 
chords do not contain a tritone , Group B chords contain one or more 
tritones (the tritone is so distinctive that it makes any combination of 
tones unstable , hence its importance in determining the nature of a 
chord) . Within each group are three subdivisions : chords without 
seconds or sevenths ( groups I and I I ) ; chords with seconds or sev­
enths ( groups III  and IV ) ;  and indeterminate chords , made up of inter-
vals of equal size ( augmented triads and superposed fourths in 
group V; diminished triads in group V I ) . Group A e ncompasses 
groups I ,  I I I , and V ;  Group B includes groups I I , IV , and VI . T he 
position of the root of the chord places the chord in a s ubgroup ; if the 
root is the lowest note , the chord is more stable than if the root is 
above the lowest note . To determine the root , examine all the intervals 
in the chord. The root is the root of the " best" interval , the one that 
is closest to the beginning of Series 2 .  If the chord has more than one 
" best" interval , the root of the lowest " best" interval is the root of the 
chord. For example , the chord in Figure 3 ( from page 97  of the Craft ) 
is made up of three perfect fifths . The lowest fifth is c1 -q2 , so c1 is 
the root of the chord. 
In Chapter IV , " Harmony , "  Hindemith discusses the connection of 
chords in music . A good succession of chords shows a logical harmonic 
fluctuation or increase and decrease of tension over the succession . 
Tension increases from the most consonant chords of group I to the 
5 I bid . , p .  95 . 
1 0  
Fi gure 3 .  Determination of the lowest " best" interval 
and the root of the chord . 
most dissonant of group IV . G roup V and group VI chord s are inde-
terminate since they belong to no one tonality and obscure the key . 
Figure 4 illustrates harmonic fluctuation . It is from the reduction 
for piano of t he second movement of Hindemith' s clarinet concerto . T he 
first chord is of group V, the next three chords fall into group I I I , 
and the final chord is from group I .  Outer voices must form a contra-
pun tally interesting two- voice framework , with a balance of tension and 
Figure 4 .  Harmonic fluctuation . 
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relaxation . For a good example of this,  see page 44 . The roots of the 
chords form a degree-progression which determines the tonality of a 
passage , according to the strongest intervals ( those nearest the begin­
ning of Series 2 )  of the degree-progression . For example , the degree­
progression as shown on page 1 9  clearly establishes the tonality as A .  
I n  Chapter V Hindemith describes a theory of melody . Melodies as 
well as harmonies form degree-progressions,  the melody being an arpeg-
giated form of the chord . I n  the figure on page 1 4  the 
degree-progression is A-C -A .  Hindemith states that any combination of 
tones can be analyzed as a chord , yet in his theory of melody he uses 
the concept of the nonchord tone . The most prominent notes of a well­
formed melody ( the highe st notes,  the lowest notes,  the longest notes, 
and so on ) shoul d form a step-progression . " The p rimary law of 
melodic const ruction is that a smooth and convincing melodic outline is 
achieved only when these important points form a progression in sec­
onds.  n6 Sequential patterns and long notes illustrate this idea ( see 
page 47 ) . 
To prove the effectiveness of his system , Hindemith analyzes seven 
works in Chapter VI:  the Dies I rae, a ballade by Machaut , a B ach 
sinfonia , Wagner's P relude to Tristan und Isolde , piano works by 
Stravinsky and Schonberg , and his own Prelude to Mathis der Maler .  
In the complete analyse s ,  h e  shows the degree-p rogression and step­
progression of the melody , the two-voice framework , the harmonic 
fluctuation , and the degree-progression and tonality of the roots of the 
chords.  
6 Ibid . , p .  1 9 3 . 
12 
Hindemith admits that his book is incomple te : 
I am not writing a comprehensive treatise on composition ,  
which would not be complete without an exact treatment of all 
the elemen ts of musical structure , but am only trying to 
introd'fce law and order into the realm of the handling of 
tones .  
Other theorists8 have exposed inconsistencies i n  the Craft, b u t  the 
purpose of this study is not to criticize . Rather , this analysis accepts 
the tenets of the Craft and compare s the mu sic to the rules, not the 
rule s to the music . 
I t  is not difficult to find remarkable flaws in his writing . 
. . The ease with which one can play this little game of 
error detection can lend a false sense of security , however , 
for the joys of picking at 9the Master's weakne sses too easily blind one to his strengths.  
7 Ibid . , p .  1 7 9 . 
8 For example , "Les bases theoriques de l'organisation des sons 
chez Hindemith" by Serge Gut,  in  Hommage a Paul Hindemith ( Yverdon , 
Switzerland : Editions de la Revue Mu sicale de Suisse Romande , 197 3 ) : 
1 39 .  
9wmiam Thomson , "Hindemith ' s  Con tribution to Music Theory , "  
Journal of Mu sic Theory 9,  1 ( Spring 1965 ) : 5 2 .  
1 3  
CHAPTER 3 
ANALY S I S  
Ziemlich Schne ll 
The first movement develop s four themes m a unique form . 
Furthermore , Hindemith seems to develop his themes by repeating , 
transposing , and combining them . He does not change note values or 
sizes of intervals. 
The first theme , measures 1- 3 ,  solidly establishes A as the tonal 
center ( Figure 5 ) . The melodic and harmonic degree-progressions 
agree on A as the tonality in measures 1 and 3 ,  and a contrasting 
tonality in measure 2 - - C  melodically , B b harmonically . Harmonic fluc­
tuation is between chords of group I and chords of group I I I , group I 
chords appearing on strong beats and group I I I  chords on weak beats.  
This creates a well-balanced fluctuation . 
In common -practice writing , the contrasting key is usually the 
dominant ; in Hindemith's system , the contrasting key is the one most 
closely related in Series 1 .  The second theme , measures 1 5 -2 1 , has a 
harmonic center of E and a melodic center of A ( Figu re 6 ) . The 
melodic center unifies the themes,  while the harmonic center adds con-
trast and tension . Nearly all the accompanying harmonies are from 
group I I I , confirming the restless natu re of this theme as opposed to 
the repose of the first theme . The fragment of the melody in measure 
20 is interesting for two reasons : first , because it contains three 
14 
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Figure 5 .  Analysis of first theme of first movement, measures 
1 - 3 . From top to bottom : melodic degree-progression ,  step-progres­
sion , two-voice framework , harmonic fluctuation , harmonic degree­
progression , tonality . This order is used in all analyses in this paper . 
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Figure 6 .  Analysis of second theme . 
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ascending perfect fourths ( which will be reflected in the three descend­
ing perfect fourths at the beginning of the fourth theme, measure 6 1 ) ;  
and second, because the triplet figure is an inversion of the triplet in 
measure 1 ,  relating these themes together yet again . 
The clarinet enters with the third theme in measure 33 . The 
tonality of the theme is A throughout ( Figu re 7 )  . The melodic degree­
progression avoids A until the end, and chords of group s I I  and II I 
predominate . As with the second theme, lower-order chords all relate 
to one tonality . Dissonance is controlled ;  it increases suddenly from 
the first measure of this theme to the fourth measure, then decreases 
more gradually to the end of the theme . 
The soloist and orchestra develop the first and third themes by 
repetition, transposition, and dissolution to lead into the fourth theme, 
measures 6 1 - 6 5  ( Figure 8) . The harmonic background is inactive and 
the melody is centered on A. This theme illustrates the principle of 
step-progression better than any of the other themes in this movement . 
The se four themes are repeated and varied for the rest of the 
movement . The canonic treatment of the third theme in measures 108-
111 is especially interesting .  In Hindemith's melodic and harmonic 
system, this movement is logical . Three of the themes are on A 
melodically, and the fourth is on E ,  the most closely related key to A .  
Harmony goes from repose in the first theme, through restlessness in 
the second and third themes, to inactivity in the fourth theme . 
19 
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Figure 8.  Analysis of fourth theme. 
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Ostimato - - S chnell 
T his movement stands apart from the other movements of the con-
certo . It is the only movement in duple meter ; the others subdivide 
the beat in to thirds . It is the only movemen t centered on E ;  the 
others are on A .  It  is the mos t polyphonic movement of the concerto, 
and it is the least consis tent with the p rinciples of the C raft. 
At first glance, this movement appears to be a haphazard collection 
of melodic fragments , but a closer look reveals organized blocks of 
sound, each with a unique orches tration and character . Within the � 
meter, the ostinato is five and one half beats long . It  combines with 
cross - rhythms to create a nonmetric compound rhythm . The lis tener 
does not perceive the ostinato as a regular pattern . 
The pitches of the os tinato, B b , Eb, F ,  A b , and E, do not sug-
gest a clear tonal center . b The firs t four notes center on E ( in 
Series 1, the mos t dis tant key from A, the key of the res t of the con-
certo ) ,  but E is the strongest pitch . R ests set it apart from the other 
pitches , it is the lowest note of the os tinato, and it is the final pitch of 
the os tinato . 
A prominent position among the chords of a group is always 
held by their goal, the final chord . . . .  T his chord , repre­
senting the end of a harmonic path, claims s uch a large share 
of the hearer's attention that it may always be regarded as 
one of the mos t  important chords of the group, even when its 
s tructure and the position of its root in the tonal sphere are 
not of the highest value . If it belongs to the same group as 
the preceding chords ,  its position at the end of the group 
makes it play the leading role.  If it belongs to a group of 
lower rank, and accordingly does not quite s ucceed in 
24 
achieving that role, it nevertheless  has s uch importance thrt 
a tonality otherwis e stable enough may be undermined by it . 
The ostinato appears 5 6  times , in seven forms . In six of thes e  
forms , the ostinato appears six times i n  the low strings and tympani . 
In one form, the ostinato appears 17 times in the clarinet. 
The first form ( staccato chords , mm . 1-15 , shown in Figure 4, 
page 10) appears again in meas ures 3 4, 5 3 ,  and 110, dividing later 
forms . When thes e chords appear as dividers, they are in isolated � 
measures . The E at the end of the divider is in the downbeat of the 
new form . The harmonic fluctuation is from tension to relaxation, from 
group V through group III  to group I on the final E .  E is thus con-
firmed as the tonality of  the ostinato ; on it is  built the most stable 
chord in Hindemith's system . Thes e five chords contain all the ones of 
the chromatic scale except A ,  further setting off this movement as a 
balance to the rest of the concerto . 
In the second form ( meas ures 16 - 3 3 ) ,  only the clarinet and piccolo 
play over the ostinato . The piccolo melody is in rounded sectional 
b inary form (A : mm . 16 -20 ; B :  mm . 2 1-27 ; A :  mm . 2 8 - 3 3 ) .  Each A 
section is made up of two repetitions of a doubly symmetrical phras e: 
the same five notes connect e3 and e 4 as cending and descendin g ;  and 
above e3 the pattern is symmetrical around b 3 - -a major second followed 
by a minor third as cending and descending.  T his phrase is  five beats 
long, displacing any sense of a five and one half beat meas ure from the 
1H ·  d ·t- 13 4 1n e1m h, p .  . 
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ostinato .  T h e  B section of the piccolo melody is made up of three and 
a half phrases ,  each four beats long, again working against the five 
and one half beat ostinato .  Each phras e uses a rhythm similar to the 
rhythm of the A section: a half note tied to the first of five eighth 
note quintuplets . 
In the third form of the ostinato, meas ures 3 5 - 5 2 ,  the two trum-
pets play a duet that begins and ends on A, but ventures to the limits 
b Eb b of S eries 1, G# ( A  ) , C ,  F,  , F# ( G ) , in the middle. 
The only meter change in the movement is in the fourth form of 
the ostinato ( meas ures 5 4 - 7 1) ,  where the oboes and horns play in triple 
meter ( a  connection to the rest of the concerto) against the duple meter 
of the clarinet and ostinato. Like the third form, this section begins 
and ends on A and wanders far afield, passing through Eb, C ,  Db , 
and D before returning to A .  
h 
N o  � divider measure separates the fourth and fifth forms . In the 
fifth form ( meas ures 72 - 109 ) the clarinet p lays the ostinatos 17 times . 
The accompanying wind trio is made up of two os tinatos (in addition to 
the ostinato in the clarinet ) of different lengths, p lus a free part . O ne 
ostinato, in the first oboe, is 13 beats long and appears four times , 
alternating between centering on G and, down a fourth, centering on 
D .  This is almost a palindrome, centering on its highest pitch halfway 
through the 1 3  beats .  The other ostinato, in the bassoon, is 6 beats 
long and appears 10 times . It too is nearly a palindrome, centering on 
its highest pitch, a, three-quarters of the way through. The chromatic 
2 6  
free part i n  the second oboe and flute is reminis cent of the clarinet's 
rapid ornamentation in the rest of the movement . 
The sixth form , meas ures 111- 128 , combines all the forms , includ­
ing the last one which has not yet appeared . T he clarinet d oes not 
play . The effect is polyphony in the medieval and R enaissance s ense: 
strongly individual parts sounding simultaneously ( Figure 9 ) . 
The final form , meas ures 129 - 144 , ends the movement very s oftly. 
The clarinet part is the same as in the opening 16 meas ures . T he 
untuned percussion play an ostinato that is 8 beats long . In the piano 
reduction , Hindemith translated this section into an is orhythmic canon 
at the octave of the os tinato. 
The principles of melody and harmony as stated in the C raft are 
pres ent in this movement and are us eful in explaining s ome sections: 
for example,  the chords of the first form. Hindemith seems to be 
primarily interested in melody and counterpoint: symmetry in the 
second and fifth forms , equal melodic lines in the third and fourth 
forms , and ostinatos of different lengths combined in all forms . The 
composer appears to have conceived of this mus ic as a combination of 
blocks of s ound , and the music can be analyzed more clearly this way 
than as melody and harmony . 
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Figure 9 .  Juxtaposition of all themes in the second movement . 
T he sixth form of the ostinato combines the other six forms : the 
achords in the bassoons , trombones , and strings of the first form ; the 
piccolo melody of the second form ; the trumpet d uet of the third form ; 
the quartet of oboes and horns of the fourth form ; and the percus sion 
of the seventh form . T he fifth form is not included becaus e it is a 
different length from the others . 
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Ruhig 
In the lyric slow movement Hindemith develops three themes .  T he 
tone center is A; the first and last chords are A major triads (as they 
are in the first and fourth movements) , and group I chords on A recur 
at important cadences. T he minor third is melodically important , as an 
interval of transposition and , filled in chromatically , as a motive . 
T he first theme is made up of four phrases .  T he melodic degree­
progression of the first phrase (measure s 1- 3 )  is the beginning of 
Series 1 on A: A, D, E. T he second phrase (measure s 4- 10 ) is made 
up of a two- measure motive presented in inexact sequence three times. 
T he degree-progression moves by step from Eb to B ,  then leaps down 
to D# . In the third phrase (measures 11- 14) a motive (one measure 
long) is developed in a seque ntial manner , by increasing the sizes of 
leap s.  T he fourth phrase is a repetition of the first phrase , followed 
by a reference to the second phrase (measure 18 ) and a cadence on A 
in measure 1 9  (Figure 10 ) .  
T he main step-progression descends from the opening e2 to the 
d#1 at the end of the third phrase , begins again on e 2 with the return 
of the opening , and ends on the d 1 just before the final a .  
Subordinate step -progre ssions provide the remaining notes .  
Harmonic analysis reveals that group I chords appear only a t  the 
beginning and e nd of the theme including the restatement of the ope n­
ing at the beginning of the fourth phrase . Group III chords appear 
most often, and chords of group s  II and IV appear nearly as often.  No 
group VI chords appear ,  and group V chords appear only at the e nd of 
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the third phrase , just before the restatement of the opening. Hinde­
mith maintains a high level of harmonic tension throughout this first 
statement of the theme , with consonances only at the beginning and 
end . C hords of groups I I , I I I , and IV succeed one another to create a 
balanced harmonic fluctuation . 
T he chord roots imply a background tonality of B b , far from the 
melody' s tonality of A .  Hindemith resolves these conflicts in the final 
appearance of this theme , discu ssed below . 
In the second theme and accompaniment ( measures 20-33 ) ,  counter­
point is more important than harmony . Voices move stepwise in parallel 
fourths and fifths. In measures 20-24  the clarinet ascends while the 
bass line descends; they exchange parts in measures 26 - 30.  Here , in 
the bass the clarinet line is transposed down a fifth, and in the clari­
net the bass line is transposed up a fifth. In the violin line in mea­
sures 2 6 - 3 0  the minor third is used as a building block: the range of 
each p hrase is a diminished fifth ( two minor thirds) , and the phrase is 
twice transposed up a major sixth ( the inversion of a minor third ) .  
T he first theme returns in measures 34 - 4 8, transposed to E, then 
C--a pitch not significantly related in Series 1, but more readily recog­
nizable as a member of the common-practice a-minor triad . T he theme 
dissolves in measures 4 8- 5 0  into the third theme , measures 5 1 - 7 0 . T he 
2 third theme illustrates step -progression of prominent notes,  from e 
down to g .  T he melodic degree-p rogression emphasizes E ,  with lesser 
emphases on A and C ( Figure 11) . 
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Figure 11. Analysis of measures 51- 67 , third movement. 
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Harmonic analysis reveals the reasons behind the restlessness and 
vagueness of this section. All chords are tense (group s II,  I I I , and 
I V) or indeterminate (group V ) . T he background tonalities form a 
group V chord ( B b , D, G b ) ,  indeterminate and rootless .  
A brief cadenza (measures 67 - 7 0 )  leads into the final appearance of 
the first theme , on A (Figure 12 ) .  T he harmonization in measures 7 1-
89 is much more consonant than the harmonization of the first appear­
ance of this theme . Group I chords are most frequent, followed by 
those of group III , group I V ,  group II , and group V .  T he background 
tonality is A ,  agreeing with the melody . 
T he third theme returns in measure 9 1 .  T he clarine t line i s  
transposed down a fifth (compare measures 51-56 and 9 1-9 6) , while the 
accompaniment is transposed up a minor third in the same measures.  
Chromatic movement in parallel thirds ascending and parallel fifths and 
sevenths descending produce the chords in measures 104 - 105. T his 
increased contrapuntal interest does not change the vague tonality of 
the melody and harmony of the section.  After the high harmonic ten­
sian measures 100 - 105  (all chords of groups III  or IV ) , the fluctuation 
changes suddenly to the most consonant chord , 11 on A ,  to close the 
movement. 
T his music illustrates well Hindemith's methods of organization. 
T he second theme is primarily contrapuntal , like the second movement, 
but the first and third themes are good examples of melodic step­
progression .  T he first theme is harmonized first in a dissonant way , 
the n in a consonant way. T he third theme achieves an unsettled effect 
with dissonant c hords and indeterminate tonality . 
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Figure 1 2 . Harmonic analysis of measures 71-89 , third movement . 
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Figure 12  (continued )  
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Heiter 
The structure of the fourth movement is similar to that of the first 
movement in that the four themes are developed consecutively . The 
difference is that here the first two themes reappear at the end , trans ­
posed to create a kind of recapitulation . 
T he contrast between the two first themes ( measures 1 - 1 1  and 
43 - 5 4 ) is not so much in tonality , as with the themes in the first move­
ment , as it is in degree of activity . In the first theme ( Figure 1 3 ) ,  
the melodic tonal center changes often . Most of the theme centers on 
E ,  but the melodic degree-progression overall centers on C .  The high 
notes and beginning pitches of sequences fit neatly into step-progres­
sions . Harmonically , this theme is  like the second movement in  that 
vertical sonorities are less important than horizontal lines . A three­
beat ostinato centering on A is repeated three times , then chords , 
mostly from group I I I ,  are created by chromatic and scalewise move­
ment . Harmonic fluctuation is less important than voice-leading . The 
degree-progression does not relate to Series 1 on A .  
The second theme ' s  melody and accompaniment are much more sim-
ply constructed ( Figure 1 4 ) . Melodically , the degree-progression is 
static , staying on C#  until the last  two measures , where it moves to E .  
E and C #  are not closely related in Series 1, but in common-practice 
harmony they are related to the tonic ( A )  as dominant and relative 
minor of the dominant ,  or mediant . The highest and longest notes form 
a step -progression . Harmonically , the descending sequences and pedal 
point in the first eight measures solidly establish C #  as the tonality . 
Figure 1 3 . 
movement . 
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Analysis o f  first theme, measures 1 - 1 1 , fourth 
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Figure 1 4 . Analysis of second theme, measures 43 - 5 4 , fourth movement . 
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Figure 1 4  ( continued )  
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This corresponds with the tonality of the melody . All  the chords in 
this section are from group I ,  the most stable and consonant group . 
The tonality of the accompaniment in the last four meas ures of the 
second theme is ambiguous in that the chords are mostly from the inde­
terminate group V, and the degree-progression moves rapidly up the 
chromatic scale . 
The contrast in the two themes is between horizontal and vertical 
predominance . The first  theme uses motives in sequence ( for example , 
measures 2 - 4 ) , ostinatos ( measures 1- 5 ,  transposed in measures 8 - 10 ,  
transposed in retrograde in measures 5 -19 ) , and stepwise motion 
ascending and descending ( measures 5 -10 ) . Harmonic fluctuation and 
tonality s how no apparent pattern . In contrast to the first theme , the 
texture of the second theme is thin , but the fluctuation and tonality are 
clear and consistent . T he second theme contains a contras t within it­
self , between a "solid" tonality ( C#  pedal point , group I chords , agree­
ment of melodic and harmonic tonalities in the first two phrases ) and a 
" liquid" tonality ( chromatic movement of tonality , group V chords , con­
trast of melodic and harmonic tonalities ) in the third phra.se . 
The connection between the two themes , measures 11-4 2 , is a 
repetition of the first theme and a presentation of the motive introduced 
in measure 8 in sequence . Stepwise movement prevails : the violins in 
measures 15 -26  and the low strings in measures 3 0 - 41 move by half­
steps . Sequences are repeated on the same pitch or a half-step higher 
or lowe r .  Repetition and sequence are Hindemith's  main techniques of 
development , here and elsewhere . For instance , the transition between 
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the second theme and the third theme i s  only two repetitions o f  the 
beginning of the second theme , displaced by an octave but not trans­
posed , and sequences of  a fragment of  the second theme . 
The angular fugato theme , measures 7 9 - 1 02 , outlines not a step-
progression but a third -progression ( Figure 1 5 ) .  En trances of the 
fugato subject are not related to Series 1 ,  as might be expected ,  but 
are on members of the dominant triad : E ,  G # , and B .  
The fourth theme , measures 1 04 - 1 1 3 , is a lyrical melody on B b 
with a chromatic stepwise accompaniment ( Figure 1 6 ) .  The theme is 
repeated an octave below with a rising and falling figure in the accom­
paniment . The new idea in the clarinet , measures 1 22 - 1 29 , is accompa­
nied by chromatic stepwise motion similar to the accompaniment in the 
first appearance of the fourth theme . A rising and falling figure also 
accompanies the repetition of the new idea . T he fourth theme returns 
in measure 1 3 6 , transposed up a perfect fourth . The motive is pre­
sented in sequence in measures 30-42 and again in measures 1 45 - 1 5 6 . 
This passage is not a transposition of the first passage , but is a new 
treatment of the motive . Sequences of the fourth theme leads into the 
"recapitulation , "  with the first theme transposed up a half step and the 
second theme transposed up a minor sixth . The first theme and its 
accompaniment are still harmonically active , but the second theme is 
stable . Besides being as inert as its first appearance , it is now in the 
home tonality of the concerto . The coda , beginning at measure 2 2 1 , is 
a repetition of the beginning of the first theme on its original pitches . 
It ends abruptly with a cadence in the orchestra on A .  
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Figure 1 5 . The third -progression of the third theme . 
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Figure 1 6 . The fourth theme of the fourth movement . 
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T his movement generally adheres to  the ideas in  the Craft , 
especially in the contrast between the first and second themes and the 
melodic step-progressions . The first and third themes are harmonically 
active ; the second and fourth themes are harmonically static . 
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CHAPTER 4 
CON CLU S ION 
The Craft of Musical Composition is a discussion on only the " set­
ting of tones "  ( Tonsatz ) .  Rhythm, form, orchestration, and other ele­
ments of music apart from harmony and melody in abstract whole notes 
are outside the consideration of the book . In the clarinet concerto, 
Hindemith generally does follow the rules of melody and harmony he set 
down ten years earlier . Good examples are the contrasting themes in 
the first and fourth movements , and the step-progressions of the 
themes of the third movement . The second movement is primarily contra­
puntal ; different sections of the orchestra are given their own distinct 
melodies,  each separately and once all together . The listener hears the 
juxtaposition of lines more than the resulting harmonies ,  like hearing 
two radios tuned to different stations simultaneously . The listener 
hears the lines as individual and discrete even though they are sound­
ing together . In the second movement the principles of the Craft do 
not apply as well as they do in the rest of the concerto because of the 
nature of its construction . 
The idea of melodic step -progression is too broad to be useful ln 
analysis . A progression of seconds may extend over any length of a 
melody, from consecutive notes to notes several measures apart . Since 
octave displacement is disregarded , progressions of sevenths and ninths 
also fall into the category of s tep -progressions . I found one melody, 
the third theme of the fourth movement, that clearly violated the 
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principle o f  step-progression ; the most prominent notes i n  this theme 
move by thirds . 
The system of common-practice harmonic analysis is improper for 
an analysis of Hindemith's  clarinet concerto . The most logical way to 
explain these musical events is to use the system that the composer 
himself established ten years earlier, remembering that the composer 
had evolved during the ten years . Not all of his music obeys his 
rules . The music still has Hindemith' s  distinctive sound : the predomi­
nance of seconds , fourths, and fifths ; the well-developed counterpoint 
and combinations of melodies ; the sequences ; the spinning-au t of melo­
dies rather than a development of motives . Apart from the derivation 
of the chromatic scale, the methods of The Craft of Musical Composi­
tion-- Series 1 ,  Series 2,  the classification of chords , harmonic fluctu­
ation, melodic and harmonic degree-progressions and tonality- -are 
valuable tools for analyzing Hindemith 's  music . 
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